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From the Editor…
his month we had an event at the pool area that was all about being positive and being a
light in the world. Various youth from the area created an art sign that said “See the
Change.” Saul Paul entertained with a concert that carried the message, “Be the Change.”
The local elementary choir consisting of grades three, four, and five, sang for a happy crowd who
were enjoying celebrating the positive things in their community.

T

Several non-profit organizations from around the community had booths. These booths were a
place for attendees to learn of and interact with several groups who volunteer and work to make
the community a better place. It was communication and community.
All in all, that day was a great reminder of how good things can be. Particularly when a community
is active and practices being a community. When people gather to enjoy and celebrate the positive
things that help strengthen both the individual and community. Time has proven repeatedly that
when bad things happen it is the strength and sense of community that pulls together and comes
through it.
Unfortunately, this month we were given another lesson in that. Our neighbor city to the east
suffered a great tragedy. Uvalde isn’t some distant place on the news. Many here shop there, enjoy
the restaurants, and many have family and friends there. My mother is in a home in Uvalde and
recently entered hospice after a short stay in the Uvalde hospital. Like Del Rio to the west, Uvalde
has a connection to Kinney County and we to them. Our hearts go out to them. Our prayers
continue for those who lost loved ones and for the entire community. A community hurts together.
What happens to some affects all.
This month we have seen the light in our area and we have seen the darkness. Do not let the dark
overcome the light. As the messages of the concert say, See and Be the change. Take a few more
moments to embrace you family, your friends, and to embrace and be a part of your community.
When shadows come, we bring the light as a whole, as a community. Be the strong community that
will drive back the dark when it tries to steal the light.

Sincerely,
Amos
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June 2022
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AC-ADULT CENTER
PT-POST THEATER
ARTS-ART STUDIO
TC-TEENCENTER
AD-ADMIN OFFICE
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RV-RV PARK
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WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1
9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

2

7

8
9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3
1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

4

9

10

11

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN
7P LMARC RADIO
GROUP-AC

1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
10A COMMUNITY
COUNCIL MEETING12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

17

18

1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
9:00A FCS BOARD
MEETING-BR
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

24
1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

25

PLEASE LET US
KNOW IF YOU
WANT TO ADD
ANYTHING ON
THE CALENDAR!

CONTACT JULIE
@THE ADMIN OFFICE
830-563-2493
OR EMAIL
FCSA@
FORTCLARK.COM

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

12-3P ARTS

9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

12
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

13
12-3P ARTS

14

15

9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

16
9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

19

20

21

22

23

9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

FIRST DAY OF
SUMMER
28
9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

29
9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

30

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

FLAG DAY
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

12-3P ARTS
1P BOOK
LITERATURE &
TEA-AC

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN
END OF MONTH
TOURNAMENT-GC

FATHER’S DAY

26
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

27
12-3P ARTS

5

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

SUNDAY
GOLF COURSE
HOURS
TUES.-SUN.
7:00AM-6:00PM

FH-FIREHOUSE
RVP- RV PAVILION
RVK-KITCHEN
SC-SERVICE CLUB
OQ- QLD QUARRY
AMPHITHEATER
BR-BOARD ROOM
DH-DICKMAN HALL

July 2022

GC-GOLF COURSE
AC-ADULT CENTER
PT-POST THEATER
ARTS-ART STUDIO
TC-TEENCENTER
AD-ADMIN OFFICE
PB-PALISADO B.
RV-RV PARK

MONDAY

TUESDAY

PLEASE LET US
KNOW IF YOU
WANT TO ADD
ANYTHING ON
THE
CALENDAR!

@THE ADMIN
OFFICE
830-563-2493
OR EMAIL
FCSA@
FORTCLARK.COM

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
1
1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

SATURDAY
2
8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

RED, WHITE &
BLUE
TOURNAMENT-GC
DUSK-FIREWORKS

3
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

4
12-3P ARTS

5

6

7

8

9

9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

14
9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN
7P LMARC RADIO
GROUP-AC

15

16

1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
9:00A FCS BOARD
MEETING-BR
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

22
1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

23

29
1-3P CRAFTING-RV
5-11P DH BAR
OPEN

30

HAPPY
INDPENDENCE
DAY!!!
10
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

11
12-3P ARTS

12

13

9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

17

18

19

20

21

9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

26
9A LADIES GOLF
3-7P TWILIGHT
SCRAMBLE
4P ARC-BR

27
9:30-12
CRAFTING-RV
12:30P MENS
GOLF

38

1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

24
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
----------------------31
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE

12-3P ARTS
1P BOOK
LITERATURE &
TEA-AC

25
12-3P ARTS

6

9A MEN’S COFFEE –
RV
9:30A COUPLES
GOLF
4-6P RECYCLE
CENTER
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN

8:30A-12P RECYCLE
CENTER
12-3P ARTS
1-4P MUSEUM &
SUTLER STORE
5-11P DH BAR OPEN
END OF MONTH
TOURNAMENT-GC

Fort Clark Springs Artists - A Game of Tag

Joanna Fisher Moody - Painter
ellen Hendricks - Potter "tagged" me to
write an article for the April issue of
the Fort Dispatch. I am feeling
humbled among so many truly talented artists
but I will do my best as the third artist to be
chosen. I have met so many awesome artists
since moving here to Brackettville. We moved
here from Houston during the height of Covid
in the summer of 2020 and I was amazed that
were so many opportunities to express my art
here. So much more than in Houston (which
seems like its should have been the other way
around.) But here I am producing more art
than ever before and learning so much from
fellow artists than I ever dreamed!

was needed. Often my programs included nonreleasable "ambassadors" that the children
and/or adults were thrilled to see up close.

K

I enjoyed educating children and adults about
our environment but I also became so familiar
with our wildlife seeing them and working so
close with them that it spurred me to start really
trying to capture their beauty on canvas. That
love continued on into retirement and imagine
my excitement upon finding this place, Fort
Clark Springs, is a wildlife haven filled with so
many beautiful animals to study and paint!
Being a hiker as well, I was also thrilled to
learn that there are over 37 miles of hiking and
biking trails. (More ways to observe wildlife) I
photograph many of the animals I paint and I
am also an avid bird watcher. So, as you can
see, Fort Clark Springs is a little piece of
heaven for me.

As far as my background goes I was born in
New Hampshire but moved all over as my
father was in the Air Force. We were even
stationed in Germany for over 4 years where I
learned to speak the language and still retain a
good bit even until today. All the traveling we
did is what made me so interested in the natural
world and animals in particular.

My medium is acrylic painting on canvas, wine
bottles, rocks, feathers, etc. but I hope to
expand my talents and learn even more from
fellow artists along the way.

I have always loved to sketch and often
brought home "subjects" to draw as a child
much to my mom's dismay. It is where my love
for animals really started to develop. Later, I
decided I didn't just want to draw the animals I
was studying but I also wanted to help them. I
became a Wildlife Rehabilitator where I raised
orphaned and injured native wild animals for
over 20 years. I also worked for the county in
Houston as an environmental educator
traveling all over to bring the programs to
schools, libraries and various centers where I

Dee Curry, Tag you're IT...
Joanna Moody
missjoe61@gmail.com
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Fort Clark Naturals
The wild life with Suzanne Mayne
ell we have certainly had some interesting
weather early this May. The hail storm on
the evening of May 4th, brought large hail
stones, localized straight line winds, maybe even
slightly tornadic, and 2 inches or so of rainfall. The
wind was impressive and I heard numerous hard hits
on my roof during the storm. Neighbors reported
rainwater blowing in under their door and winds so
strong it was hard to open or shut their front or back
doors. I was out early on Cinco de Mayo day to see
what the storm had left us. Below are a few shots I
took driving around the Fort.

recent years. Looking at the Stormersite website (not
secure, by the way) which indicates it relies on reports
from trained observers, hail of greater than an inch in
diameter has been reported at Fort Clark Springs in
2004, 2006, 2008, 2011, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021
and 2022. Just from my personal experience, I can say
that my home had documented hail damage in
February 2016, December 2018, April 2019, April
2021, June 2021 and now April 2022. Hmmmm….

W

As we move into unseasonably hot days, 100 plus
forecast for upcoming weeks, try to plan outdoor
activities early in the morning, always carry a quart or
more of water with you, wear a hat to cover your head
and ears, use sunscreen and stay cool!

Based on a so-so scientific review, it seems that severe
hail storms have been occurring more frequently in

For more information on Fort Clark Hiking Trails: Look online at www.fortclark.com , under the Recreation drop down menu,click on Hiking/
Biking Trails. There you will find the different designated trails, totaling over 15 miles.
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Photo by Amos Trisler

Sec

Security Dispatch
n the month of April, we still receive numerous calls relating to suspicious activity throughout
the Fort. Security personnel have responded to several calls relating to the break-in’s of empty
residences on the Fort. In each case the contents of the residence were found thrown all over
the place and some items were stolen. Every Unit on FCSA property has numerous empty
residences, if you happen to see any suspicious activity in or around any of these property’s please
call 911 or FCSA Security at (830) 563-2002, you do not have to give your name, just the location
of the property in question and whatever related information that you might have.

I

Every month Security receives numerous calls of dogs running loose, leaving Security
Personnel with the tedious task of try to identify the animal to notify the animals owner.
As per FCSA Rules & Regulations, vaccination numbers must be registered along with
proper owner identification at Member Services (Motel/Administration Office).
Registration Forms may be picked up at Member Services. Please enclose photo’s of
your pet with the Registration Form this will make it easier for Security Personnel to
identify and contact you if your pet is found running loose.

Trash
This was found outside Unit 1’s
trash trailer yesterday.

No dumping is allowed and there is a
$500.00 fine if caught. Signs are posted.
If anyone has any informa�on on who
might have done this,
please contact Ma� in Security,
Philip in Maintenance or
Mr. Peterson, General Manager.
(830) 563-2493

History Lives Here
By Teri Marsh

The Caveman Bandit
This column continues with the events of the summer of
1965 in the life of Fort resident Sherry Hall.
By mid-July of 1965, the normal rhythms of family life
were returning to the Stavley family following the
catastrophic flood. Recovery and rebuilding continued
for the town of Sanderson, and the newly repaired
railroad was again running through town. Sherry’s
younger sisters had returned from staying with their
grandparents in nearby Pumpville, and her older sister
Pam was away at twirling camp.
On the night of July 11, exactly one month after the
flood, Sherry was again awakened in the middle of the
night, this time by the phone ringing again and again,
followed by a loud knock at the door and the voices of
adults. Sherry’s aunt Marcella, her mother Pelham
Rose’s sister, along with a sheriff’s deputy, were at the
door. Her mother soon came to rouse Sherry and ask her
to look after her younger sisters while Pelham Rose and
Marcella drove to Pumpville. There had been a robbery,
and her grandfather was seriously injured.
West Texas citizens from the Texas hill country to the
Big Bend were being robbed and terrorized that summer
by a shadowy character called the Caveman Bandit.
This outlaw, a Mexican national, was riding the rails
across the state, observing the habits of local residents
and robbing their homes and businesses when they were
away. Rumor had it that he had hideouts across west
Texas in caves and brushy areas; thus the moniker.

during hot West Texas summers when most homes did
not have air conditioning. Past midnight, they were
awakened by bright lights inside their house and a figure
looming over their bed yelling in Spanish. Through the
fog of sleep and confusion, they realized that the
Caveman Bandit was pointing a gun and demanding that
they give him “the treasure.” When Pelham Bradford
arose from the bed and moved towards the gunman, he
fired, striking Pelham in the leg. He then demanded that
Stella go to the store and open the safe, which the bandit
seemed to think was filled with cash. Stella begged for
time to bandage her husband’s wound. She began
tearing the bed sheet into strips to make bandages and a
tourniquet, since blood was pouring from Pelham’s leg
and pooling on the floor. The bandit demanded that she
then tie her husband to a chair with a piece of rope,
which she did, though she later said that “a baby could
have done better.”
Stella was shaking as she took her keys and walked to
the store with the bandit’s gun pointed at her back. She
often had difficulty opening the safe; sometimes it took
her three or four tries to open it, and she feared what
might happen if the bandit thought this was deliberate.
Thankfully, this time it opened on her first attempt
despite her trembling fingers. The gunman was clearly
disappointed that the safe contained less than $100. It
was obvious that he had been casing the store for some
time, since he knew there was also a green box where
cash from money orders was kept; he demanded the
contents of it, and the cash register as well. As he
motioned with his gun for her to leave the store ahead of
him, Stella watched as he ripped out the phone lines.

Sherry’s grandparents, Pelham and Stella Bradford, ran
the small general store in Pumpville; the post office was
located in a corner of the store. The Bradfords’ home
was next door, a short distance away. The town got its
name because it was a pumping station when the
Southern Pacific trains were still steam locomotives, but
since 1948 when diesel engines replaced steam the town
population had steadily shrunk. By that summer, the
Bradfords were the only full-time residents.

Still at gunpoint, Stella returned to the house, where
Pelham had freed himself and gone into the house to try
unsuccessfully to load a rifle he kept in the closet. Stella
and Pelham huddled together on the bed as the bandit
ransacked their house, still raving about “the treasure.”
He seemed sure that they had thousands of dollars
hidden somewhere; in fact, his robbery of their store and
home would yield less than $200 in total. Finally, he
demanded Stella’s car keys, and pulled the ignition
wires from Pelham’s truck as he fled.

On the night of the robbery, the Bradfords had gone to
sleep on their screened-in porch, a common practice

The bandit had warned them to wait 30 minutes before

seeking help, threatening to stay nearby and watch
them, but they took action as soon as the bandit
had departed. With the phone lines disconnected in
both the house and store, Pelham remembered that
he had the keys to the railroad’s emergency phone
box. With Stella’s help, he managed to hobble to
the call box and put out a distress call that went all
up and down the Southern Pacific railroad lines,
including to his son-in-law, Sherry’s father, who
was working that night as a conductor.

local caves and caverns was still being discovered
in the 1980s in West Texas.
Ultimately, Pelham Bradford recovered from his
gunshot wound, but his health was never the same,
and the robbery caused the Bradfords to close the
store and move to the relative safety of Alpine in
1967. With the Bradfords’ departure, Pumpville
officially became a ghost town.
Many thanks to Sherry Stavely Hall for sharing these
stories and memories of her family. She is rightfully proud
of her West Texas heritage. The full story of the Caveman
Bandit is told in the book The Gun that Wasn’t There, by
Russell S. Smith.

Thus it was that word of the robbery reached
Sanderson. Sheriff’s deputies and an ambulance
headed for Pumpville, while another officer went
to inform the Bradfords’ daughters, Pelham Rose
and Marcella. The ambulance transported the
Bradfords to the hospital in Del Rio. By the time
their daughters arrived in Pumpville that night, the
ambulance had already departed, and they were
confronted with the distressing sight of their
childhood home ransacked, with blood from their
father’s gunshot wound all over the house.
Pelham remained in the hospital for several days,
after which he was released to continue his
recovery at home. In late July, Sherry went to stay
with her grandparents in Pumpville to help out,
since Pelham’s mobility was limited. Her
grandparents were once again sleeping on the
same screened-in porch where the bandit had first
confronted them, and Sherry slept near an open
window inside the house. Or to be more precise,
she lay stiff with terror night after night waiting
for morning, knowing that the bandit was still on
the loose.

Pelham and Stella Bradford
Pumpville Station (below)

In November of 1965, the Caveman Bandit shot
Terrell County Sheriff Bill Cooksey while
narrowly eluding capture; Cooksey survived. The
bandit was not apprehended until August of 1966
in the nearby town of Dryden after a wild-west
style gunfight, in which the Bandit was seriously
wounded. The outlaw had indeed used hideouts in
caves, and evidence of his crimes was found in
them, including the gun with which he shot Mr.
Bradford. His name was Alfredo Hernandez, and
he would serve 17 years of his 99-year sentence in
a Texas prison for the Pumpville robbery and other
crimes, before being released and deported to
Mexico in 1984. Evidence of his occupation of
Photos provided by Sherry Stavley.v
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Concert at Poolside
May 15, 2022

Photos by Amos Trisler
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Where the Real Stars Gather…
Story by Suzanne Mayne

s we move from mid-May to midJune as you look from the horizon up
in the eastern sky before sunrise, you
will observe Venus, Jupiter, Mars and
Saturn. As we move into early June, by the
10th, you will be able to observe Mercury
just above the horizon, then Venus, Jupiter,
Mars and Saturn, all five planets in the
eastern sky before sunrise. Events for this
period include:

I caught the total lunar eclipse and have a
snap of it below, a few minutes before the
complete eclipse. Enjoy!

A

So, grab your favorite mosquito spray, a cool
beverage, binoculars or telescope, and head
out to your chair to catch up on a starry,
starry, night!

Editor’s Note:

May 30: New moon. A great evening for
seeing objects in the night sky. Satellites,
constellations, nebulae, even a stray meteor
or two from space debris is always possible.

Are you interested in meeting up with fellow
space watchers? Would you like to
participate in Stargazing night events here on
Fort Clark Springs? If so please drop a line to
recreation@fortclark.com and let us know. If
enough people show an interest maybe we
can do just that. Get together and enjoy the
wonder of the night sky.

June 14: the Super Full Moon, called “super”
when the moon is closest to the earth when
full. This month’s full moon is also known as
the Strawberry Moon.
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Ramblin Jack

By Jack Marsh

The Many Lives of an Old Fort Part I Black Seminoles - continued
Note: This is the latest in a series of articles
concerning the historical relationship between
Fort Clark and Black Seminoles. The main
source material here is from the Jeff Guinn
book, Our Land Before We Die.

Mexico, they were soon welcomed by the
inspector general of Mexico’s eastern military
colonies, Antonio Maria Juarequi. Miss
Charles talks about how the “old people” in her
family described Wild Cat’s meeting with
Juarequi, and how he kept repeating, “We’ll
fight if you give us land.” They talked about the
northern state of Coahuila, which happened to
be a regular target for raids by Comanche and
Apache. Juarequi then promised Wild Cat
about 70 thousand acres of land for settlement,
located at the headwaters of the Rio San
Antonio and along the Rio San Rodrigo. He
further declared that any participating Indian
tribes and Black Seminole were to follow
directives of Wild Cat as their official
“captain”. The Mexican government would
assign military escorts to take immigrants to
their new land, along with wagon loads of
food, seed and farm equipment. Documents
outlining terms were then drawn up and signed
by both parties. All that was left was for Wild
Cat to return to Texas and bring his people to
their new country, where they were to meet
with Juan Manuel Maldonado in the village of
Piedras Negras.

ast month’s article left off with the
Mexico bound Seminole and Blacks
camped along the Llano river,
somewhere in the Hill Country, and the Texas
Rangers having been called on to find and
return them to Indian Territory. The possibility
of having the Rangers of that era storm into a
campsite full of wanted renegades, would have
struck terror into any Native American. But
Texas was a very big state, and the western
parts were sparsely populated, so the Rangers
had their work cut out in locating the
whereabouts of their prey. It was originally
thought that they may be camped along one of
the tributaries of the Brazos, near Waco, when
in fact they were much further to the southwest.

L

In late spring, as the Rangers were gearing up
for their big search, the Llano river campers
went about harvesting the corn they had
planted in late winter, and gaining much
needed strength for their final push toward
Mexico. As told by descendant Miss Charles,
several of the traveling party had begun to
question whether Wild Cat would really be able
to come through with all those promises of
independent living south of the border. So as a
way to calm the restlessness in the camp, Wild
Cat decided to head down to Mexico before the
others and return with official documents that
would prove the arrangement and encourage
the others to move on toward the border.
Sometime in May, Wild Cat left camp with a
dozen or so warriors, accompanied by John
Horse, who was needed as translator.

Well, if you’re thinking this great sounding
potential outcome sounds too good to be true,
then you would be correct. From here, the story
splits off into differing versions, depending on
who is reporting it. Jeff Guinn’s book quotes
descendant Willie Warrior, who describes what
Wild Cat’s party may have seen when they rode
into the Llano camp: “Smoldering ruins where
shelters had been burned, and arrow-riddled
horses beginning to rot in the sun, and,
seemingly everywhere, human bodies. Grief
stricken Seminole Negro men wandered about,
helplessly waving their weapons and wailing.”
Some historians have speculated that the Black
Seminoles who remained in the Llano camp
had got wind of an impending attack by white
slavers and/or Texas Rangers, and fled the
scene before Wild Cat’s return, leaving the

The book describes how the warriors crossed
the Rio Grande at an uninhabited spot, where
they had to swim their horses across. Once in

15

camp exposed to an outside threat. Others
have speculated that most of the adult men had
left the camp on a hunting trip. In either case,
most of the men bearing arms and able to
defend the camp were not on site when the
place was attacked. Evidence indicates that it
was the Comanche who had attacked the camp
leaving around sixty-five dead women,
children, and old people in their wake. Would
Wild Cat, John Horse and the remaining
Mexico-bound contingent be able to regroup
and get to Mexico before the Texas Rangers
caught up to them?
To be continued

Photo by Amos Trisler
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Photo by Linnaea Mallette

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
TO
MAY 24 – ED MILLER
MAY 26 – HAPPY 85th BIRTHDAY TO
PHIL COBURN
MAY 26 – NATANYA WATKINSON
AND (NON-MEMBER) NATASHA WATKINSON

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
TO
BOB & ANA MARTINEZ
14 YEARS

If you have anything you would like to place in the
Fort Clark Dispatch, please send to
fcdispatch@fortclark.com by the end of each month.
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MAY END OF MONTH
MAY 28, 2022
10AM Tee Time
MUST BE SIGNED IN BY 9:45 A.M.

All Players Are Welcome to Play
$5.00 Entry Fee Does Not Take Care of Green Feesor Trail Fees
This is a Blind Draw Tournament from players handicaps given from all
players. The A players will draw from B,C,andD players signed up.
You must be signed in before 9:45 the day of the tournament. If you
want to sign up early, ask the girls at the pro shop to put your name on
the sign up sheet.
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Hunting on the Fort

Regular Hunting Seasonon Fort Clark Springs property will end Monday, February
28th, 2022. Starting Tuesday, March 1st, 2022, through September 30th, 2022, we will
continue the hunt for Axis Deer only on the 400 acres behind the Gun Club. There
will be no hunting in Fort Clark Springs during this time. The new seasonof hunting
will begin October 1, 2022.
If you are interested in hunting this spring, summer and early fall, please call Sherry
Neuman at (830) 563-4235to get details and/ or schedule your Hunt.
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Fort Clark Dispatch
Writer’s Guidelines
These are the basic guidelines for articles submitted to the Fort Clark Dispatch. This will
simplify submissions, acceptance, and facilitate timely production of the Dispatch
•

Subject area is pretty open. Ideally it should relate to life on the fort and/or the
surrounding community. History, lifestyles past and present, and recreational
opportunities are encouraged. If your story is medically or health related please
discuss it with the editorial staff first. Articles that inform about and celebrate the
surrounding area are encouraged. How to and DIY articles are another area. Just
keep in mind that it needs to fit in a small print area and be something many people
can do with basic skills.

•

Word count is generally limited to 600 words or less. Preferably at least a 450 word
count. Some exceptions can be made for longer articles depending on the subject,
relevancy, and/or significant benefit to the readers. These must be discussed and
approved prior to final submission by the editorial staff. There may be allowances for
How to/DIY stories with heavy illustration.

•

Articles need to be submitted in either as a Word document, Open Office Document,
or as a straight text (.txt) file. Submissions are due by the first of the month for the
month being submitted for .i.e. If or the February issue, then it must be in by 1 FEB.

•

Preferably in Times New Roman, 12 pt, regular. Please do not use any fancy
formatting. Block paragraphs (no indenting), a single line break between paragraphs.
Italicizing something like a book title, etc., is acceptable and encouraged.

•

Please check spelling and grammar before submitting. It reduces the frequency of
migraines by the proofreaders. We get more work out of them that way.

•

While subject areas are open and we welcome a variety of topics we also are
striving for a lifestyle and entertainment mission. As such, submissions that are
inflammatory, show extreme bias, or seek to push a political, religious, or otherwise
divisive slant or agenda will be rejected. We certainly respect everyone’s right to
their most fervent positions, opinions, and beliefs. Many on the magazine have those
that they feel strongly about. It just doesn’t fit the mission or the purpose of the Fort
Clark Dispatch.

•

All submissions will be considered. Final approval of submissions will be made by the
editorial which consists of the Editor, Executive Admin, and the General Manager.

We look forward to and encourage ideas and article submissions. If you want to see if
we would make a good fit please feel free to attend out weekly staff meetings. Meetings
are held at 1:30 PM in the Board Room at the Admin building.
Submissions and queries about submitting can be emailed to fcdispatch@fortclark.com.
Please put the words ARTICLE SUBMISSION in the subject line. Thank you for your
interest in being part of the growing world of the Fort Clark Dispatch.
Submissions are due by the end of the first week of the month.
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Fort Clark needs volunteers for a
variety of projects around the fort.
As members of the
community there are many
things large and small that you
can do to help out while
making Fort Clark a better
place to live and play.

skills and years of experience
in a particular field. Your help
could move along projects on
the fort that are stalled or
moving much slower due to
shortages of manpower and/or
specific skills needed.

I might be as simple as
volunteering a little time to go
through some of the restrooms
and change out the aerators in
the sinks. Or painting a few
benches.

From the simple set of extra
hands to sharing your hard
earned skills and experience.
Fort Clark needs YOU!

Or you may be one of those
people who have advanced
To volunteer or to find out how you can help please contact:
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The Kids Edition needs your artwork
for the covers!
Please send your scans of your
drawings, paintings, or photography
(with the permission of your parents)
to FCDispatch@Fortclark.com
Your work might be featured on the
cover of the Kids Edition of the Fort
Clark Dispatch!
Photo by Amos Trisler

Illustrations by Carole Trisler

Irene liked the color Indigo. Do you know what Indigo
looks like? The rainbow shows that Indigo Is halfway
between blue and purple. Indigo Is not seen much
because It Is more blue than purple. Irene sewed a dress
the color of Indigo. It looked nice.
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Illustrations by Carole Trisler

Jimmy Jones and Jack Jones went to school in Jamestown.
They liked their teachers, especially Mrs. Judy Johnson.
She was nice and taught them a lot of good things. Mrs
Johnson liked music and talked to Jimmy and Jack about
Jazz.
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Thank you for reading this issue of the Fort Clark Dispatch. We
hope you enjoyed it and will visit with us each month.
The Dispatch is a monthly online magazine that is available on or
about the 15 th of each month.

Photo by Amos Trisler

To contact the magazine with comments, questions, or to
volunteer, please email:

fcdispatch@fortclark.com
Please put “Comment”, “Question”, or “Volunteer” in the
subject line. This will help us keep it separate from
submissions and administrative emails.

